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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the growing problems of noise
in digital integrated circuits and the design tools and tech-
niques used to ensure the noise immunity of digital designs.

1 Introduction

Noise has become a metric in the design of digital inte-
grated circuits of comparable importance to area, timing,
and power for four principle reasons: increasing intercon-
nect densities, faster clock rates, more aggressive use of high-
performance circuit families, and scaling threshold voltages.
Increasing interconnect densities imply a signi�cant increase
in coupling capacitance as a fraction of self-capacitance.
Faster clock rates imply faster on-chip slew times. These
two e�ects combine to make capacitive coupling a grow-
ing source of noise on-chip. Many high-performance cir-
cuit styles try to speed up one transition (usually falling)
at the expense of the other and assign logical evaluates to
the faster edge. Any circuit that utilizes these techniques we
refer to as a skewed-evaluate circuit (e. g. domino). Skewed-
evaluate circuits have noise sensitivities directly related to
the threshold voltages of the transistors responsible for the
evaluate transitions (usually n-FETs). Threshold voltages
are, however, scaling lower to maintain drive in the pres-
ence of scaling supply voltages. These e�ects combine to
produce more sources of on-chip noise due to switching cir-
cuits as well as less immunity to this noise. More details of
these technology trends can be found in Reference [1].

Noise has two deleterious e�ects on digital design. When
noise acts against a normally static signal, it can transiently
destroy the logical information carried by the static node
in the circuit. If this ultimately results in incorrect ma-
chine state stored in a latch, functional failure will result.
When noise acts simultaneously with a switching node, this
is manifest as a change in the timing (delay and slew) of
the transition (a noise-on-delay e�ect[2]). We are concerned
with the former e�ect in this paper.

Successful design methodologies to ensure noise immu-
nity incorporate a three-level strategy. The �rst line of de-
fense is a set of noise avoidance rules to guide circuit and
interconnect design. These rules should prevent most noise
problems but not introduce too many constraints on area or
timing. This is followed by detailed static noise analysis on
the design to �nd all possible noise failures. Because of the
potential of false paths in static noise analysis, some failures
agged by static noise analysis can be allowed after careful

circuit simulation.

2 Noise fundamentals

In digital circuits, an evaluation node is any node of the cir-
cuit that carries logical information by means of an analog
voltage level. Evaluation nodes are generally chosen as the
inputs and outputs of the logic gates of the circuit, which are
generally abstractions for sets of channel-connected compo-
nents (CCCs); that is, transistors connected through their
sources and drains. Noise in the context of CMOS digital
integrated circuits refers to any deviation from the nominal
supply or ground voltages at nodes which should otherwise
represent stable logic 1 or 0. Although noise causes these
analog voltages to vary, the system still functions as long
as the voltages fall into a valid range. If this is not the
case, then the circuits' correct functioning cannot be cer-
tain. The complexity of noise analysis comes from the fact
that the voltage ranges that represent valid logic levels de-
pend on the precise time-domain characteristics of the noise
appearing on the evaluation nodes as well as the sensitivity
of receiving circuits to this noise.

The noise stabilitymetric is used to determine if the noise
appearing on a given evaluation node is of su�cient magni-
tude to risk functional failure. Noise stability requires that
each restoring logic gate, when acted upon by a noise stim-
ulus, must have a dc-noise time-domain sensitivity that is
always less than one[1, 3]. This is a generalization of dc
noise margins[4] to take into account the fact that restoring
logic gates are much more e�ect at rejecting ac noise than
dc noise.

It is convenient to classify noise according to the volt-
ages' relationship to the rails: VH noise reduces an evalua-
tion node voltage below the supply; V �

H noise increases an
evaluation node voltage above the supply level; VL noise in-
creases an evaluation node voltage above the ground level;
and V �

L noise decreases an evaluation node voltage below the
ground level. These noise classi�cations are useful because
circuits generally propagate noise types in well-de�ned way.
For example, a CMOS inverter is sensitive to VL and VH
noise on its input, propagating it as VH and VL noise, re-
spectively, to its output. We refer to V �

H and V �

L noise as
bootstrap noise.

To develop a comprehensive strategy for noise analysis,
we must consider all the possible sources of noise on chip.
For this purpose, noise can be classi�ed as power-supply
noise, circuit noise, or interconnect noise. Power-supply
noise refers to noise appearing on the on-chip power and
ground distribution network produced by the current de-
mands of the switching circuits. Circuit noise includes noise
propagated onto an evaluation node from the driving gate or
charge-sharing e�ects onto the output of the driving gate[1].
For silicon-on-insulator (SOI) circuits, circuit noise might
also include the e�ects of the parasitic bipolar in oating-
body MOS devices[5], but we will not consider SOI devices
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further here. Interconnect noise refers to noise appearing as
a result of capacitive or inductive coupling in the intercon-
nect or as a result of poor impedance matching between the
devices and interconnect.

3 Noise-reducing design techniques

Designers can use a number of techniques and practices to
control noise in digital circuits. Controlling power supply
noise involves careful design of the power and ground dis-
tribution network and adequate decoupling capacitance. To
achieve e�ective supply decoupling, the ratio of on-chip de-
coupling capacitance to total e�ective switching capacitance
is generally greater than 10:1[6]. To control circuit and inter-
connect noise, circuit design rules are commonly employed.
Some examples: disallow single n-FET or p-FET pass gates
because of the VT voltage drop they cause; disallow pass
gates at the ends of long wires; disallow long wire runs feed-
ing domino gate inputs; and disallow high beta static circuits
feeding low beta static circuits, or vice versa.

In addition, design rules can require \baby-sitting" de-
vices added to internal nodes in n-FET pull-down stacks
of domino gates to mitigate charge-sharing noise, and half-
latches added to dynamic nodes. Rules of this sort are some-
times accompanied by a circuit-checking tool. In addition
to tuning gate widths, one can tune gate lengths to balance
performance against leakage noise. Weaker devices at the
top of the n-FET stack can also reduce charge-sharing noise
in the presence of a half-latch device.

In addition to circuit techniques and optimization, there
are also many ways to reduce interconnect noise in the design
of the on-chip wiring network. For example, one can increase
spacing between wires or route signal lines alternately with
power or ground. In the Digital 21264 design[7], two metal
layers are devoted exclusively for the distribution of power
and ground. These ground planes more tightly control on-
chip inductance and reduce coupling interactions.

4 Static noise analysis

Design rules can be used to prevent most noise problems
in the design phase but are very dependent on design style
and circuit topology. Making them rigid enough to preclude
noise failures would be exordinarily di�cult and result in a
signi�cant penalty to area and performance. Instead, de-
sign rules are augmented with a static noise analysis of the
design. In this type of analysis, the noise stability of a di-
tial circuit is determined by performing small simulations
on an individual CCC basis and combining these simulation
results statically.

Several fundamental assumptions guide the technique:

1. Gate inputs can be replaced by grounded capacitors.
This creates a clean partitioning between one CCC and
the next and is a technique commonly employed in fast
circuit simulation engines[8].

2. Worst-case sensitizationconditions drive the CCC sim-
ulations used for calculating circuit noise and intercon-
nect noise. By this, we mean how the transistor gates
are biased and internal node voltages are preset before
the noise stimulus or switching waveform is applied.
We will describe the conditions that guide this sensi-
tization in more detail below.

3. We assume that the superposition principle applies in
adding (in the time domain) circuit noise and inter-
connect noise sources. For noise sources small enough
to satisfy the noise stability requirement, active FET
channels (that is, those attempting to hold nodes to
their static level) are biased in the triode regions of
their current-voltage characteristics, justifying this \lin-
ear" assumption. In particular, charge-sharing noise
and propagated noise can be calculated on a \single-
input" changing basis and superposed with the coupled
noise calculations to �nd the total noise. The sensiti-
zation producing the producing the largest amplitude
output noise is used. Noise sources can only be com-
bined when the sensitization conditions are mutually
satis�able.

4. Worst-case temporal relationships are de�ned by su-
perposing the peak responses of the circuit and inter-
connect noise for each allowable noise (VL, VH , V

�

L ,
V �

H ) type. When timing information is known, it can
be used to reduce pessimism in coupled noise analysis
by disallowing the simultaneous switching of signals.
Hazard-free logic constraints can also be used to dis-
allow simultaneous switching.

5. A noise stability check is performed across every restor-
ing logic gate in the design. Noise stability violations
are assumed to be a su�cient condition for �nding the
circuit to be nonfunctional.

6. Power-supply integrity analysis is performed indepen-
dently and is generally characterized by dc bounds on
the local power supply variation. In calculating prop-
agated noise, collapsed rails are used, characterized by
dc values V min

DD and Gndmax. For switching waveforms
producing charge-sharing or coupled noise, expanded
rails are used, characterized by dc values V max

DD and
Gndmin. In doing a noise stability check, expanded
rails are also used.

7. Drivers on switching perpetrator nets (which we re-
fer to as secondary nets) are modelled as ideal voltage
sources. This presumes that the noise-on-delay e�ect
has been handled elsewhere.

8. In the case that the circuit contains feedback (as in a
latch circuit), the feedback loop is broken at a restor-
ing logic gate. The worst possible dc noise that can
be propagated without producing a stability violation
in the \broken" gate is assumed. To determine the
magnitude of this dc noise-limited propagated noise,
the subunity gain criterion is applied to a dc voltage
transfer characteristic with supplies de�ned by V min

DD

and Gndmax. The use of noise-limited propagation
in one restoring gate of a logic loop breaks the cyclic
dependence in determining the noise potentially circu-
lating the loop.

9. Noise-limited propagation is also used for restoring
logic gates which have a stability violation. This allows
the noise analysis to continue, despite the violation,
and places the burden on �xing the noise problem on
the circuits driving the violating gate.

The key abstraction in static noise analysis is the noise
graph, a directed graph containing all of the circuit's evalua-
tion nodes connected by segments that move and transform
noise. In many ways, this graph is analogous to the timing



graph used in static timing analysis. There are three types
of segments in a noise graph: restoring segments, propagate
segments, and node injection segments. Restoring segments
cross gates that at some dc bias point have a small-signal
gain greater than one. Noise is propagated across restor-
ing segments; in addition, a noise stability check must also
be performed. Propagate segments connect nodes, between
which there is subunity gain at all dc bias points. Noise-
stability checking is not required across propagate segments.
Each restoring and propagate segment in the noise graph is
labelled by the type of noise propagated by the segment.
For example L ! H indicates that the segment propagates
VL noise and transforms it into VH noise. The node injec-
tion segment can introduce noise directly onto an evaluation
node, superposing with the propagated noise. Coupled in-
terconnect noise and charge-sharing noise are both modelled
as node-injection segments. Once the noise graph is con-
structed, the loops of the graph are broken and the graph is
topologically sorted for traversal. Assumption 8 is used to
propagate noise across each of the \loop snips." The graph
is then searched in a breadth-�rst fashion to propagate noise
through the network, and in the case of restoring segments,
to perform the sensitivity tests required to ensure noise sta-
bility.

In general, transistor path-based functional extraction[9]
guides three main types of sensitization required for As-
sumption 2: sensitization for coupled noise calculation on
the output node of a CCC, sensitization for noise stabil-
ity and propagated noise calculation from a given input,
and sensitization for charge-sharing noise calculation from a
switching waveform on a given input. In all three cases, al-
lowable sensitizations are determined by the Boolean satis�-
ability of constraint relations determined by this functional
extraction. Logic conditions between the input variables
(denoted as finput), when they exist, must be included in
these constraint relations. The constraint equations di�er
slightly for the case of precharge logic to account for the
state established by the reset condition.

We de�ne a path function fPi;j as the logical condition
for the path from i to j to conduct. For example, to sensitize
for noise appearing on the output, O, of a CCC due to ca-
pacitive coupling to a given node, D, in the CCC, there are
di�erent logic constraint functions depending on whether we
are interested in VH or VL noise at the output. In partic-
ular, let us consider the sensitizations that allow VL noise
to appear on O due to capacitive coupling to D. In this
case, the VL noise at O is produced by a net switching from
ground to VDD, capacitively coupled to node D. The con-
straint relation in this case is: fPO;Gnd � fPO;D � finput. All
input sensitizations must satisfy this constaint to inject VL
noise onto node O due to coupling onto node D from a net
switching from ground to VDD. Similar sensitization rela-
tions exist for charge-sharing noise and propagated noise.

In general, to �nd the noise appearing at the output of
a given CCC, according to Assumption 3, we must �nd the
sensitization producing the largest amplitude output noise
for each noise type (VL or VH). Stability violations that
occur due to noise appearing on any input are reported in-
dependently of the sensitization conditions required for the
maximum output noise.

We seek to justify and clarify the concepts of static noise
analysis by means of a simple, though comprehensive, exam-
ple. Consider the circuit of Figure 1, in which a domino gate
drives a latch. The dynamic node (E) of the domino gate is
capacitively coupled to another switching net. In Figure 2,
we show circuit simulation results of a functional fail that re-

sults from noise. As shown in Figure 2(a), A switches high,
while B is still low, resulting in charge-sharing noise on node
E. Node I switches, adding coupled noise onto node E. At
the same time, noise appears on nodes C and D as shown
in Figure 2(b). Power-supply noise is causing the rails to
expand during the evaluate phase of the domino gate as can
be expected to typically happen since the voltage rails often
collapse transiently during precharge. These noise sources
together are enough switch the output of the dynamic gate,
F, and change the state of the latch (node G), as shown
in Figure 2(c). Since the latch should have a logic 1 as its
output, but instead has a logic 0, functional failure of this
hardware will result.
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Figure 1: Example circuit for noise analysis consisting by a
domino gate driving a latch.
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Figure 2: Circuit simulation of a functional failure due to
noise. (a) Driver output I is switching as is node A. (b)
Coupling noise appears on inputs C and D along with power-
supply noise on the voltage rails. (c) The dynamic node (E)
falls, switching the output inverter of the domino gate (F)
and the latch output (G).

The noise failure demonstrated in Figure 2 is critically
dependent on the contributions of all of the noise sources
at work: power-supply noise, charge-sharing noise, coupling
noise, and propagated noise. Figure 3 shows how this noise
fail would not occur in the absence of any of these noise
sources. Figure 3(a) shows the node voltages E, F, and G
in the absence of input noise on either node C or node D. In
Figure 3(b), we show the voltages in the case that there is
no coupling noise; that is, node I does not switch. In Figure



3(c), we show the voltages in the case that node A does not
switch. We show the voltages in the case that there is no
power supply noise in Figure 3(d).
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Figure 3: Noise failure will not occur in the absence of (a)
injected noise on either input C or input D, (b) coupling
noise, (c) charge-sharing noise, or (d) power-supply noise.
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Figure 4: Noise graph for the example circuit.

We now show how a static noise analysis of this network
precisely predicts this fail using the assumptions outlined
above. The noise graph for this circuit is shown in Figure 4.
Restoring segments are denoted by solid lines, while dashed
lines denote node-injection segments. We must �rst calcu-
late the worst-possible noise which can appear on node E
according to Assumption 4. This will be, according to As-
sumption 3, the superposition of the charge-sharing noise
injected by the switching of node A, the noise propagated
from node C, the noise propagated from node D, and the in-
terconnect coupling noise injected by the switching of node
I.

To calculate each of these noise components, we estab-
lish the network shown in Figure 5. By Assumption 1, gate
inputs are treated as linear capacitors tied to ground. The
driver at I is replaced by a independent voltage source by
Assumption 7. We now calculate each noise source inde-
pendently. The sensitization producing the worst total VH
noise response at node E has A, C, D, and F all set to 0
and B set to 1. CLK is 1 for the evaluate phase of this
dynamic gate. In Figure 6(a), we show the coupling noise
appearing on node E. In this case, node I is switched from
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Figure 5: Network for the simulations to compute the noise
at node E.

V max
DD to Gndmin. V min

DD is used for supply and Gndmax is
used for ground for the CCC itself, following Assumption
6. In Figure 6(b), we show the charge-sharing noise cal-
culated on node E due to the switching of node A. Figure
6(c) shows the noise propagated to node E due to VL noise
injected onto node C. The exact same curve results for VL
noise propagated to node E from node D under comparable
sensitization conditions. In Figure 6(d), we show the noise
that results by superposing in the time-domain the results
of graphs (a)-(c) with (c) contributing twice. Following As-
sumption 3, all of the peak noises are aligned. We compare
this result with a full simulation, shown as the dashed curve
in Figure 6(d). They are almost the same, demonstrating
the accuracy of the superposition aspect of Assumption 3.

Having calculated the total noise appear on node E, fol-
lowing the noise graph, we must now propagate this noise
across the inverter and perform a noise stability check, fol-
lowing Assumption 5. Figure 7 shows the network for this
analysis. Node G is set to 1. The capacitor C1 represents
the gate capacitance of transistor M1, while C2 represents
the gate capacitance of transistors M2 and M3. In Figure
8, the noise propagated to node F is shown as well as the
time-domain sensitivity of this noise to dc variations on node
E. The sensitivity at the peak position is almost exactly -1,
indicating that the inverter is biased to the verge of a noise
instability. Static noise analysis would then ag this as a
possible noise failure.

Given that a noise instability occurs in propagating to
node F, a noise-limited value of this propagated noise should
be used at node F, following Assumptions 8 and 9. The dc
voltage transfer characteristic of the inverter between nodes
E and F is used for the calculation of the noise-limited prop-
agated noise at node F, in this case, 0.23 V. In handling the
latch, the restoring segment from G to F is \snipped". Noise
limited propagation is assumed out of the inverter de�ned
by transistors M4 and M5. This noise is superposed with
the noise propagated from E to F, and the sum propagated
across the restoring segment from F to G with the associ-
ated noise stability check. To complete the analysis, a noise
stability check is also performed at the M4-M5 inverter with
the noise propagated to node G.

There are three main sources of pessimism in this anal-
ysis. The �rst is the conservatism of the metric; that is, a
circuit can still function even in the presence of a noise in-
stability. For example, in the circuit of Figure 1, the noise
instability detected across the M3-M4 inverter would not re-
sult in an erroneous value stored in the latch in the absence
of the half-latch M1 device. Despite this fact, the noise in-
stability violation is indicative of a serious design weakness
which should be corrected. The second source of pessimism
comes from the worst-case temporal correlation of Assump-
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Figure 6: Noise calculation at node E: (a) coupled noise due
to switching driver at I; (b) noise due to charge-sharing from
switching input A; (c) noise propagated from node C or D;
and (d) superposed noise. The solid curve in (d) comes from
a strict time-domain sum. The dashed curve shows the exact
result from circuit simulation.

tion 3. Not only are we assuming that all possible sources of
noise are acting, but that they are acting together in time in
the worst possible way. False paths can exist in static noise
analysis which can be disallowed by both timing constraints
and logic constraints as described in more detail in Section
7. The last major source of pessimism comes from Assump-
tion 8. Using noise-limited propagation at a loop snip can
introduce more noise into the circuit than would be intro-
duced if the actual noise appearing on the input of the loop
segment were propagated to the output. Because of these
sources of pessimism, some fails identi�ed by static noise
analysis may be allowed after careful circuit simulation.

E F

G

C1

C2

Figure 7: Network to perform the stability check and prop-
agate the noise from node E to node F.

5 Power supply integrity analysis

Power and ground integrity analysis is also an important
part of noise veri�cation. There are two components to
power-supply noise. The �rst is the variations in the dc
power supply and ground levels due to the resistance of the
power and ground distribution network. To calculate these

IR drops, we can apply a separate analysis of the chip's spa-
tial current demands against a supply- and ground-rail resis-
tance extraction[10]. A second type of power supply noise is
delta-I noise, produced by the simultaneous switching of o�-
chip drivers and internal circuits, usually synchronized with
clock activitiy. Detailed transient analysis of the power grid
involves applying models of the circuits' current demands to
a detailed RLC extraction of the power grid combined with
the package model[11, 10]. The current models usually take
the form of Norton equivalent circuits at designated points
in the power or ground distribution hierarchy, usually on a
designated via layer.
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Figure 8: Noise calculation at node F: (a) propagated noise
at node F, and (b) time-domain sensitivity of this noise to
dc noise at the input.

6 Interconnect analysis

Central to noise analysis is the analysis of large coupled RLC
networks. Two key ideas are central to this analysis: net
complexes and hybrid admittance-transfer multiport macro-
models. The net complex as shown in Figure 9 allows one
to create a local environment to analysis the coupling for a
given net in the design[12]. The primary net of the complex
is the one for which we are trying to calculate the noise.
The complex also includes secondary nets with signi�cant
coupling to the primary net. Coupling between the signif-
icant secondary nets and nets other than those already in
the net complex are grounded and disconnected so that no
current ows through them. This means that mutual induc-
tances to these nets are discarded and coupling capacitors
are treated as capacitors tied to ground. When ports of the
resulting net complex terminate on MOS gates, we replace
these loads with linear capacitors, which allows us to reduce
the number of driving ports. At these \tap points", we in-
stead calculate a transfer frunction from each of the ports.
Krylov-subspace reduced-order modelling techniques, such
as Arnoldi[13] and Lanczos[14], can be used to reduce these
net complexes with ports and taps into hybrid admittance-
transfer multiport macromodels.

Because of the performance limitations of interconnect
RC delays, much practical e�ort has been focussed on reduc-
ing them through technology and design. Next generation
technologies can be expected to make increasing use of low-
resistivity metals (copper) and low-dielectric-constant insu-
lators. Designers increasingly use wide, thick upper level
metal for power and ground distribution and for long signal
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Figure 9: Modelling of interconnect: (a) a typical net com-
plex consisting of a primary net coupled (in this case) to
a single secondary net, (b) the hybrid admittance-transfer
multiport model for this net complex

runs. These e�orts, however, have resulted in the grow-
ing importance of inductance and inductive coupling in the
timing and noise and noise analysis of signal lines for three
important reasons. First, inductance must be incluced to
accurately predict rise and fall times and delays in timing
analysis. Secondly, if an inductive net is overdriven, an un-
derdamped ringing response can be observed. This ringing
is noise to subsequent receiving circuits and can potentially
result in functional failure of the design. Lastly, inductive
coupling along with capacitive coupling can be a signi�cant
source of noise on quiet nets due to the switching of nearby
perpetrators. In the case of inductive interconnect, when a
ringing response is possible, the temporal relationship that
guides superposition in static noise analysis is an open ques-
tion.

7 False paths in static noise analysis

False paths in static noise analysis correspond to cases in
which signals cannot switch simultaneously because of non-
overlapping arrival time windows or because of hazard-free
logic constraints. Within the context of static noise analysis,
these cases are easy to detect within the analysis associated
with a single CCC. More complex situations, however, span
multiple CCCs. Consider again the example of Figure 1 but
include the circuits driving nodes C and D as shown in Fig-
ure 10. Now assume that the source of the noise appearing
at C and D is charge-sharing noise due to the switching
of M and K from 0 to 1 with L and N set to 0. Timing
orthogonality[12] or hazard-free logic constraint information
for switching signals H, A, M , and K could now be used
to limit the pessimism associated with the noise calculation
at node E. These false paths are usually eliminated with
designer involvement.

8 Conclusions

Noise immunity has become of comparable importance to
area, timing, and power in the design of digital integrated
circuits. The noise stability criterion can be used to rec-
ognize possible failures and static noise analysis provides a
technique for checking this criterion on a chip-wide basis.
A successful design methodology for noise combines static
noise analysis with design rules and power-supply integrity
analysis. Hybrid multiport admittance-transfer macromod-
els are used to model the coupled RLC on-chip interconnect
networks.
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Figure 10: Figure 1 with the driving circuits included.
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